St. Francis Mauls Hoopsters 71-51

By ED LIPTON AND JOE MARCUS

The St. Francis Terriers, led by 18-point star Dave Daubenschmidt, applied the bite to the smaller Beavers in the first half, 43-21, and won comfortably 71-51. The 3-8 center held 16 points and a two assist, while Merv Shorr, City's 6-7 man, netted 16 points. Three of the Terriers' four starters for the occasion, he had received a Spanish Bible and a letter. That occasion, he had received a Spanish Bible and a letter. The letter was loaned to the College by President Buell G. Gallagher as an example of religious freedom.
DANCE... A free dance will be held tomorrow night in the Main Gym. Dancing, refreshments, and entertainment will be featured and free refreshments served. This will be the first dance of the term. It is sponsored by the Student Council Social Functions Committee and the Night Dance Committee. Admission will be free, upon presentation of a Student Activities card.

Survey Reveals: Profs Think Bricker Bill Bad for Country

A recent survey conducted by the Observation Post has disclosed the lowest level of support for the proposed Bricker Amendment. This amendment, currently up for debate in the Senate, would greatly increase the power of the President of the United States. Although various explanations were offered, it was generally agreed that the adoption of such an amendment would be in the best interest of the country.

W. D. H. (Chairman, History) expressed his contempt for the proposal. "I believe this is one of the most stupid ideas ever put forth," he commented. "It would put too much power in the President's hands and run the risk of turning him into a dictator."

Benjamin J. P. (Chair of Sociology) concurred. "I think it's a bad idea," he said. "We don't need to give the President the power to override a two-thirds vote of Congress."

Other professors expressed similar sentiments. "I'm against it," said Charles G. M. (Chair of Chemistry). "It's a step in the wrong direction." A number of others, however, were more cautious in their opposition. "I don't see anything wrong with the amendment," said Alice F. M. (Chair of Economics). "It could be used to good effect in certain situations."
**Scorchy Smith, Interstellar Musketeer, A CCNY Product**

By JOAN SNYDER

"Scorches Smith," a interplanetary bikini in comic pages around the nation are being piloted by Al Hollingsworth, an Art student at the College. Al Hollingsworth, an Education major, has handled the rocketship since six months, maneuvering him into the greatest number of newspapers since the strip's inception six years ago.

The artist first met "Scorches," a submitting original comic strip to his syndicate. He wound up contracted to resume an old strip. "Scorches" is the latest in Al's array of daredevils, which has included "The Shining Knight" and "Suicide Smith." Two muses he could not cope with for long, since he considered them stereotyped, were "Jim Barry" and "Atom Man."

An offer from the Columbia Broadcasting System to draw a strip based on their "Amos 'n' Andy" program was turned down by Al because, as a Negro, Al felt that, as a Negro, he couldn't cope with for long, since he considered them stereotyped.

Scorches' immediate plans are spiraling down to earth in a flying saucer. His artist hopes to see him land back in his old place at the New York Post.

---

**"Riotous" Play This Weekend**

"Playboy of the Western World," by the famed Irish playwright, John Millington Synge, caused, by virtue of its controversial nature, riots throughout the world in 1912. Performances were punctuated by the throwing of pies of various fillings, piercing vials and counter-yells, and even arrests.

It's presentation by the New Theatre Studio tomorrow, Saturday, Townsend Harris Auditorium will, it is hoped, draw theater-goers, as a boy of cherry cobblers. "Playboy" is high comedy and is called by some Synge's greatest work.

---

**IT'S ALL A MATTER OF TASTE**

When you come right down to it, you smoke for one simple reason . . . enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a matter of taste. A taste in what counts in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.

Two facts explain why Luckies taste better. First, it's M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco . . . light, mild, good-tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better . . . always round, firm, fully packed to draw freely and smoke evenly.

So, for the enjoyment you get from better taste, and only from better taste, Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a carton of better-tasting Luckies today.
Captain Levin PACES MATMEN

Steve Levin, captain of the year's wrestling team, is truly a well-rounded individual. Named as the outstanding lightweight wrestler in the Metropolitan area and winner of the 128-pound title in the Junior Metropolitan AAU Championships in 1953, he supple­ments his wrestling chores by participating in six organizations on campus and maintains a B average as a pre-medical student. Already accepted at the State Medical School in Brooklyn, the twenty-one year old senior plans to graduate from City College in June and marry his sweetheart who attends State University.

According to his wrestling coach, Joe Sapora, "Steve is the best boy on the squad. In wrestling he's reached his peak and as captain of the team he is a great help to me in getting others into their best condition."

Born in Toronto, Canada, Steve became a resident of New York at a very early age, but leaves his now native habitat the Bronx, each summer to act as a swimming instructor at Juvenile Camp. Standing 5'6" tall, Steve combines the agility of a cat with strength and the graces of a nice guy liked by all.

Steve was asked if he would like to continue wrestling after he left City College. He said that he didn't know what his plans will be but he would like to work in his student. He wishes him luck and good fortune.

Sport Notes

BOXING

The boxing team—the only group of collegiate boxers in the Metropolitan area—meets How­ard University at the Baruch Col­lege on Saturday afternoon.

The Lavender boast Arnold Smolowitz, co-captain and captain of the light-heavyweight cham­pionship at the Macbaal games in Israeli last summer. He also reached the semi-finals in the NCAA Eastern Regionals the previous spring.

VARIES STATUS

The Athletic Association has decided that whatever funds are available will be used for the establishment of freshmans in those sports which already have varsity status. Freshman sports are desirable, but a new varsity team is even more desir­able, especially one which has already proven itself by defeating the best in the nation.

The Barber Beavert Club asks that a bump lifters wish to represent the Col­lege in official and go under the name of the "City College Weightlifting Team." They are currently undefeated in nine matches and are favored to win the Eastern Intercollegiate title tomorrow. Are they asking for too much?

WRESTLING

Smarring from their defeat at the hands of Lafayette, the grap­plers will run into more trouble this Saturday when they face Amherst University at the Violets gym.

An objective size-up of the Violets shows them to be strong in all departments. Co-captains Dick VanJanes and Morton Davis are slated to compete in the heavy­weight and 167-pound class, respectively. Dave Litwack, Dave Litwack, and Benny Levrandos, the 130-pounder who beat out previ­ously undefeated Mar. 2 in the 133-pound class for a starting berth, should all give the Violets a run for their money.

Coach Joe Sapora is optimistic about the outcome of the match."We have greatly improved" he stated, "and an upset isn't out of the question."